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a b s t r a c t

A limited number of studies examine journey to work travel in the United States prior to 1940. These
efforts, however, focus on commuting to central cities from their adjacent suburbs; the journey to work
of residents living on the periphery of metropolitan areas remains unexamined. This paper analyzes
commuting behavior of residents in three suburbs 35 miles west of Chicago between 1912, the year prior
to Ford's introduction of the automobile assembly line, and 1936, the year after the Works Progress
Administration was established. Although the majority of employed Tri-City (St. Charles, Geneva, and
Batavia) residents worked in their home city, this research demonstrates that workers engaged in
suburb-to-suburb commuting prior to World War II. Furthermore, it reveals that frequently more
workers commuted to suburban locations than to central city. It also finds that commuting patterns
varied by city of origin, year, and gender, with more men, but a greater percentage of women, commuting
to work.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

The journey to work is the crucial link between sites of produc-
tion and reproduction. While many researchers have documented
postWorldWar Twocommuting patterns and the gendereddivision
of labor in theUnited States,1 prewar journey-to-workpatterns from
the suburbs to the city center have not been examined extensively;
and prewar commuting on the urban fringe remains essentially
unexplored.2 To partially redress the paucity of research, this paper
examines the journey-to-work patterns of residents in three small
cities on Chicago's periphery between 1912 and 1936.3

St. Charles, Geneva, and Batavia, Illinois, all of which were
settled in the 1830s, straddle the Fox River, halfway between the
larger satellite cities of Elgin and Aurora (Fig. 1). These cities, all in
Kane County, are situated approximately thirty-five miles west of
Chicago. They developed independently from Chicago until con-
nected by rail in the late nineteenth century. Beginning in the
1890s, workers in the three cities d known locally as the Tri-Cities
d were subject to successive rounds of investment and disinvest-
ment decisions by local, regional, and national firms; this process
continued throughout the study period.4 Local employment growth
and contraction, combined with interurban rail connections be-
tween the cities, created opportunities for the development of a
regional commuting shed.

This research investigates three questions. First, did regional
commuting patterns develop? Second, did commuting patterns
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Fig. 1. Fox river communities between Elgin and Aurora. Source: Author.
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